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Byron “Bud” Freeman is the Senior

Public Service Associate and Director

of the Georgia Museum of Natural

History. Dr. Freeman researches

species diversity and function of

fishes in streams and rivers affected

by human population development,

quantifying basin characteristics in

southeastern watersheds harboring

remnant endemic communities, and

systematics and taxonomy of

southeastern freshwater fishes. 

The Georgia Museum of Natural History serves as a local center for

natural history with research conducted in dozens of fields of study.

The Georgia Museum of Natural History works towards its mission "to

collect and preserve evidence of the cultural and natural heritage of

Georgia and beyond" through its combined efforts in research,

education, and service.
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KEY
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After our initial meeting with Bud,  we developed a

twofold approach to building this app. First, the

app will have search functionality for experienced

fishermen to type in a species of fish and get

information about said species including a high-

quality image, key characteristics, a geographical

map, and related fish species it might be

confused with. Secondly, the app will feature two

decision trees (example on right) for less-

experienced fishermen to narrow down and

identify species: one based on river location, and

one based on family. 

One of the main concerns Bud presented in our

meeting was ensuring that data could be edited if

information changed over time (e.g. if the full

scientific name of a species was changed). Bud

provided us with two SQL databases to jump off

from, and will generate an appropriate family/order

key of Georgia fishes for us to utilize in the decision

trees. 

 Throughout this process, we have relied on the

existing Fishes of Georgia website,

fishesofgeorgia.uga.edu, to inform our decisions.

This website provides a comprehensive "fish list",

as well as information about watersheds of Georgia

and additional supplemental information that might

be useful.  

http://fishesofgeorgia.uga.edu/


SIMILAR PRODUCTS
FishVerify

FishVerify is a multi-faceted fishing guide and fish

identification tool. The app features local fishing

rules and regulations, current marine weather,

catch log and catch map, and an instant fish

identification tool. The identification tool uses the

latest in image recognition and AI to identify fish

species. The app does an excellent jobs of

providing multiple features in a user-friendly way.

The app navigation is very clear, and its tools were

clearly created with the user in mind. Our goal is to

create an app that is easily navigable like

FishVerify, however our main goal is providing key

information in a digestible way. We loved the social

element of this app and are interested in

developing a similar component later in our app

development. 



SIMILAR PRODUCTS
PlantNet

PlantNet is a plant identification app designed for

users to identify plants with an image search

similar to the FishVerify tool. This app is organized

by different geographical floras and themes

including world flora, useful plants, weeds,

invasive plants, etc. The app  features plants from

across the world based on region and location

which allows the app to be used anywhere.

PlantNet has a social component where users can

join groups based on a common interest or

geographical location. Overall, our team was

drawn to this app for its visual aesthetics and

search functionality. It appears to be designed for

people who are already knowledgeable on plant

species, but would also be useful for people who

are less experienced in the field. 
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